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2020 U.S. HOME INSURANCE STUDY  

Publish: September 15, 2020 

Press Release: September 17, 2020 

The J.D. Power U.S. Home Insurance StudySM examines overall customer 

satisfaction with two distinct personal insurance product lines: homeowners and 

renters. Satisfaction in the homeowners and renters insurance segments is 

measured by examining five factors: interaction; policy offerings; price; billing 

process and policy information; and claims.   

BUSINESS IMPACT 

The home insurance business model is primed for change: In 2019, overall 

homeowners insurance customer satisfaction declined for the first time since 

2015, driven primarily by year-over-year declines in interaction experience and 

claims experience with the carrier. A total of 74% of homeowners insurance 

customers indicated in 2019 that they believe that the home insurance industry 

needs improvement. With insurtech start-ups becoming increasingly active in 

creating alternatives to traditional products and coverage, underwriting, and 

claims offerings, now is the time for home insurance carriers to focus on making 

improvements in these areas in order to retain customers and attract new ones.  

 CHARACTERISTICS OF CUSTOMERS SURVEYED 

This study provides insights about customers’ experiences which can be 

examined by customer segments derived from captured demographics: 

 
 

− Gender 

− Age 

− Income 

− Ethnicity 

− Education 

− Marital Status 

− Location 

− Military Service 

− Other products with 

insurer 
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SUBSCRIPTION DELIVERABLES 

• Customized executive presentation and strategy session that gives you 

data-driven, actionable recommendations for achieving your strategic 

business goals 

• Executive briefing document highlighting key trends and insights across 

the industry 

• Scorecard benchmarking your company’s performance compared with the 

industry across key drivers of satisfaction, loyalty and advocacy metrics 

• Competitive survey data and industry reports including information on 

customer segments  

• Home LoyaltyIQ which includes loyalty metrics for both home and renters 

insurance 

• Data and analytical tools for performance insights and competitive 

comparisons with your peers including access to J.D. Power’s proprietary 

interactive reporting interface 

• The complete study data file with consumer survey responses 

• Certified NPS® by J.D. Power; presentation slides with NPS Rank Chart and 

industry summary plus VoX access to NPS rank chart(s), verbatims and 

text analytics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behind every 

rating, review, and 

award, sit 

countless 

consumer data 

points—real 

insights from real 

owners. 
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BRANDS TARGETED TO BE PROFILED IN 2020* 

HOMEOWNERS SEGMENT 

• AIG 

• Allstate 

• American Family 

• Amica Mutual 

• ASI Progressive 

• Auto Club of Southern 

California Insurance Group 

• Auto-Owners Insurance 

• Chubb 

• COUNTRY Financial 

• CSAA Insurance Group 

• Erie Insurance 

• Farmers 

• Homesite 

• Liberty Mutual 

• MetLife 

• National General 

• Nationwide 

• Safeco 

• State Farm 

• The Hartford 

• Travelers 

• UPC Insurance 

• USAA 

 

RENTERS SEGMENT 

• Allstate 

• American Family 

• Amica Mutual 

• ASI Progressive 

• Auto Club of Southern 

California Insurance Group 

• CSAA Insurance Group 

• Erie Insurance 

• Farmers 

• Lemonade 

• Liberty Mutual 

• Nationwide 

• Safeco 

• State Farm 

• The Hartford 

• Travelers 

• USAA 

 

 

*Final list of brands that will be profiled in the study will be available after fielding is complete. 
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USE CASES WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION  

Our data and insights can be leveraged to empower teams across the full 

spectrum of your business. Our experts partner with our clients to build data-

driven organizations combining 50 years of experience with cutting edge data 

science and technology tools. Here are some examples of how your teams can 

benefit from a study subscription: 

 

Marketing − Build customer personas and journeys using data and 

insights from real, verified consumers.  

− Tailor your messaging to key audience segments based 

on their expectations, likes, dislikes, channel preferences 

and more.  

− Prioritize your investments and initiatives around the 

factors that are shown to drive the most substantial 

increases to customer satisfaction.   

Reputation 

Management 
− Understand the real state of your reputation and brand 

image compared with those of your peers and 

competitors.  

− Identify opportunities to strengthen or reposition your 

brand and create a competitive advantage with customers 

in your marketplace.  

− Track the impact of your brand image and reputation 

management initiatives as perceived by your customers 

and those of your competitors.   

Product 

Development 
− Evaluate your products and services using real voice-of-

the-customer data to ensure they are in sync with evolving 

customer desires and needs.  

− Align your pricing and manage your margins in 

accordance with best practices, customer expectations 

and peer benchmarking. 

− Attract and retain customers by executing on best 

practices that demonstrate the cost to value equation for 

customers.   
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Operations − Empower data-driven resource planning, prioritizing areas 

of the business that your customers perceive to have the 

highest impact on behaviors like loyalty, referrals, etc.  

− Leverage reliable data and insights to facilitate meaningful 

changes to your operational processes and smoothly 

implement within your organization.  

− Access the intelligence and professional experience with 

extensive experience across all core capabilities and 

industries. 

Customer 

Service 
− Train customer service employees to tailor their approach 

with key client segments to reduce friction and expedite 

handling of concerns.  

− Reduce cost-to-serve by engineering a data-backed 

customer service program, which resolves issues quickly 

and completely.  

− Increase speed of problem resolution, better respond and 

adapt to customer needs, and engage and empower 

employees. 

ABOUT J.D. POWER  

J.D. Power is a global leader in consumer insights, advisory services, and data 

and analytics to help clients measure and improve the key performance metrics 

that drive growth and profitability. J.D. Power's industry benchmarks, robust 

proprietary data, advanced analytics capabilities, and reputation for 

independence and integrity has established the company as one of the world's 

most well-known and trusted providers of consumer and market insights for 

more than a dozen industries. Established in 1968, J.D. Power is headquartered 

in Costa Mesa, California, and has 17 global locations serving North/South 

America, Asia Pacific, and Europe. 
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